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We consider a conventional SU(2) @ U(1) gauge theory with two (or more) Higgs 

doublets, but with the fermion mass scale dctcrmined by the vacuum expectation values 

of the Higgs particles rather than determined only by widely differing Higgs couplings. 

Such an alternative to the standard theory cannot be excluded by current data; the 

Higgs-fcrmion coupling is allowed to be at least 70 times that of the standard Weinberg- 

Salam theory. In such $ model, one has the possibility of observing large and interesting 

effects due to the Higgs particles in the theory. These include decays of heavy quarko- 

nium states and Drell-Yan production of P+Q- (Q = e, p, 7). Restrictions due to charged 

Higgs scalar currents (in R, p and p decay and in neutrino production) take unexpected 

forms and are not too stringent. The best place to search for a Higgs is in K+N -+ pep-X 

(subsect. 3.5). 

1. Introduction 

For two reasons, we want to examine alternatives to the usual Higgs sector in 
otherwise conventional gauge theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions. 
First, if nature is described by a spontaneously broken gauge theory, it is the physic- 

al Higgs particles and the phenomena associated with them that are the qualitatively 
different features which need to be confirmed by experiments [l-3]. The Higgs bo- 
sons are fundamental scalar particles in the lagrangian of the theory, and give scalar 
currents. Unfortunately, in the standard theory with one Higgs doublet and one 
(neutral) physical Higgs boson both the particle and any phenomena associated 
with its interactions are likely to be almost unobservable. The problem is that its 
coupling to fermions is proportional to their mass (mf). Consequently, the Higgs 
contribution to low-energy observables is typically suppressed by powers of mf/mw. 

Similiarly, its production cross sections [2] are very small, suppressed by similar 
factors in most processes. If produced, it decays into the heaviest available fermions 
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(e.g., r+r-, CC or bb) which themselves have multibody decays, so the pf/_- mode 
which could give a mass peak has a tiny branching ratio. If the Higgs is sufficiently 
light, detecting [4] its presence via the decay of a heavy quarkonium vector boson, 
V -+ yH, is the only place where some optimism seems warranted. If the Higgs is 
very heavy, it could only be seen through its effects on interactions. It could indeed 
lead to large weak interaction effects at high energies [5,6], but these would be 
screened off from experimental observation [5,7] by the small coupling to fer- 
mions. 

A minor generalization of the Higgs sector to two doublets, which we will con- 
sider, can change the entire situation. Then it is possible to have much larger effects 

of Higgs bosons on low-energy interactions and on high-energy weak interactions, 
larger production cross sections, and significant widths for decay into p’/..-. If na- 
ture were similar to such a generalization it would be relatively easy to observe 
Higgs bosons, their effects, or both. 

A second reason to consider an alternative Higgs sector stems from the recent 
successes of the standard SU(2) @ U(1) theory. From charged and neutral current 
phenomenology there is extensive confirmation of the predictions of the standard 
theory and most alternative suggestions have been excluded [8,9]. The situation 
concerning parity violation in the electron-nucleon interaction is still confused 
experimentally but the observed asymmetry [lo] in polarized electron-nucleon 
scattering is in agreement with the standard theory. Hopefully, the experiments 
in atomic hydrogen and deuterium [ 1 l] will soon clarify the situation. Although 
extensive factorization tests [ 121 have yet to be performed, so far data is consis- 
tent with one Z” and no right-handed charged currents, and in detail with the stan- 
dard theory. The evidence suggests that only Higgs doublets occur, since the ratio 
of neutral to charged current coupling (m&/m; cos20w) is unity for a theory with 
only Higgs doublets [ 131 and is observed [8] to be 0.98 + 0.05. Thus, apart from 
the possibility of several Higgs doublets, the existing data constrain any theory to 
be essentially equivalent to the simple standard theory in the aspects accessbile to 
present day experiments. 

There have been many alternative Higgs sectors proposed. Usually these have a 
sector equivalent to the standard theory and differ in largely unobservable ways. 
We want to consider a variation which is qualitatively different from most others 
with a large number of observable effects and consequently easy to exclude experi- 
mentally. If it can be excluded it will strengthen the interpretation that the stan- 
dard theory with one Higgs doublet is basically correct. 

The approach we take can be summarized as follows. If there are two Higgs dou- 
blets then two different vacuum expectation values are available to give masses to 
the vector bosons and fermions. Our basic assumption is that the very different 
mass scales of the fermions and of the vector bosons are set by different Higgs 
vacuum expectation values. Then the theory has a (dimensionless) parameter 

P= V/V> (1) 
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where u is the small vacuum expectation value which gives mass to the fermions, and 
I/ is the large vacuum expectation value which sets the mass scale for the vector bo- 

sons. 
The coupling to fermions is then 

gf = gmfl3mw . (2) 

Note that if 0 can be of order mfJmw, we can have gf zg and many large effects can 
occur. We have looked in detail to see how experiment restricts the Higgs-fermion 
couplings. While there are restrictions (e.g., fl is unlikely to be less than 0.015) there 
is still room for Higgs effects which are substantially larger than in the standard mo- 
del without being inconsistent with experiment at present. Numerous tests will be 
available. 

There are five physical Higgs particles in this model. One, denoted by @, has pro- 
perties similar to the conventional neutral Higgs boson of the one-doublet case and 

leads to no new phenomena. Two others are neutral, and two charged, as summa- 
rized below (gr as is defined in eq. (2)): 

Particle Jp Mass Interaction 

@ 0+ heavy -kkBgf 

ho 0+ light Tf 

HO 0- heavy Tf 

H’ O’, O- heavy -gf (3) 

The W’ mass in the model is of order gV and the heavy Higgs (H) masses are of or- 
der fiV, where h is a typical coefficient in the Higgs potential; X is unknown but 
could be of order g*. The light Higgs (ho) has mass of order p\rxV so its mass could 
be small compared to the heavy Higgs mass if (3 << 1. The interactions of ho could 
contribute to low energy observables (see below). The presence of Ho (and H’) 
could lead to large, observable weak interaction effects at very high energies since it 
has large coupling to fermions if /I << 1 [7]. Since the Higgs masses depend on the 
coefficients in the Higgs potential they are not determined, but the light-heavy dis- 
tinction will be maintained unless the coefficients vary widely. 

The Higgs-fermion lagrangian for leptons, in the model, is ($L = $(l + ys) $) 

_p= m!zg - 2pmw [E&J sin (Y + @ho cos a - i ay5 @ cos /3] 

mpg [a(1 + ys) upH- + Q(l - ys) Q H+] , 
- 2J2Mw 

(4) 

where 

a=--& P< P (5) 
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(A, and A3 are coefficients in the Higgs potential: see the appendices), so (sin a)/0 
5 1 while cos II E 1 = cos 0. Recall that /_3 = u/V is the (assumed small) ratio of 
vacuum expectation values, with u setting the mass scale for light fermions and v 

for vector bosons. Note that the interaction of ho is equivalent to that of the phy- 
sical Higgs in the standard theory if we set /3 = cos (Y = 1. 

For quarks, 

_+ m& - 
~ 2pmw W rP sin 01 + d&O cos 01-- i dy5dHo cos /3] 

+--[Uuo sm CY t G/z0 cos CY + iFy,uH’ cos fl] 

t g cos ec 
hhw 

@[m,(l +YS) --md(l - rs>l dH+ , 

t d [--md(l + Y5) + m,(l - y5>] u H- 3 

g sin BC 

+ 2&&w 
~ ii h,(l + YS) -Ml - ~~11 sH+ 

+ F [-41 + YS) + m,U ~ YS>I uH_ > , (6) 
with similar expressions for the interactions of other quark doublets. 

This is the model we use to motivate our detailed considerations. Variations are 
possible, however, with more vacuum expectation values and thus more p’s and con- 
sequently independent couplings for different fermions. To allow for this possibility 
in future work, and to make our phenomenological analyses as useful as possible to 
others, we will analyze experiments in terms of the following parameterization: 

-,&n(l tys) upH- -&(l - Y~)W+] 

+kw $& G’[-m,Q +Yd+m,(l -rdl qH_ 

(7) 

+4 [m,(l + YS) - m,Q - YSN q’H+ 1 , 

where eq = 0 for charge -3 quarks q’ and eq = 1 for charge $ quarks q, and g2/8m& = 
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4Gr;. We will report results in terms of &, /&, &,,. Note that by setting all 0’s and 
(Y’S equal, we regain the original model (eq. (6)). We will usually have eq. (6) in 
mind; however, it will be useful to see whether experiment can tell us whether, for 
example, /3, = 0,. Details of the two-Higgs model are given in appendices A and B. 

We would like to make a number of remarks about the two-Higgs model. In its 
most general form, one may have CP violation [ 141 and flavor-changing neutral cur- 
rents [ 151. We have decided not to study these features in this paper: thus for sim- 
plicity we chose a CP-invariant model with no flavor-changing neutral currents. The 

results of this paper should not depend on this choice. Even with the above simpli- 
fication, the model still has several undetermined parameters (the coefficients of the 
Higgs potential, hi, remain free parameters). This leads to totally arbitrary Higgs 
masses as in the standard model. In addition, we impose a simple discrete symmetry 
on the Higgs sector. Then we find one Higgs mass much lighter than the others if all 
the hi are of the same order and /_I << 1. In order to simplify the phenomenology 
we have considered the following ansatz: Xi = g2 (for all i, where g is the gauge coup- 
ling). This leads (see appendix B) to the following expressions for the Higgs masses: 

rn@ = e = 450 GeV/c2 , 

mH = 2mw = 160 GeV/c2 , 

mf, = 26mw/3 = 4000 GeV/c’ 

(8) 

Regard these as suggestive only. Note in particular that for /I << 1, ho can be sub- 
stantially lighter than all the other Higgs particles in the theory. 

It is interesting to note that the quark masses appear explicitly, as effective coup- 
lings, in the Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings. Consequently, it is necessary to deter- 
mine what value to give to mq when hadronic interactions are considered [ 161. 

In processes such as deep inelastic scattering or annihilation via heavy Higgs, the 
renormalization-group methods suggests [ 171 that we use running masses evaluated 
at the appropriate large momentum of the process. That would imply that we should 
use current algebra masses such as those obtained in ref. [ 161. This conclusion can 
be extended to other processes which admit a parton model description [ 181. For 
example, in Drell-Yan production of dimuons, if we integrate over the transverse 
momentum of the massive photon, renormalization-group methods can be applied; 
the relevant large momentum here is the mass of the virtual photon. Again, one 
would conclude that in Drell-Yan production of dimuons by a Higgs boson, current 
algebra masses would be the appropriate ones to use in the Higgs-fermion coupling. 
The situation is much less clear in Higgs contributions to low-energy phenomena. 
For example, consider the charged Higgs contribution to b-decay. We will see in 
sect. 4 that this Higgs contribution to the scalar and pseudoscalar coupling is propor- 
tional to m, f md, respectively. This is a low-energy process in that p-decay (e.g., 
neutron decay) is characterized by a mass scale equal to the neutron-proton mass 
difference. Hence, it would seem more appropriate to use constituent masses for 
the quarks. However, without a model calculation this last statement is at best an 
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Table 1 
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Possible cffccts of Higgs bosom on experimental obscrvables 

Observable Higgs effect Comments 
-- 

1. 

Process 

(g - 2)&l 

(g - 2)e 

a+ --* /.I++ 

*+ + e+ne 

Too large if PI1 < 0.015 

Too large if & < 5 X lop6 

2. No effect if & = ptir, = pti; 

& << pnr, << 1 is ruled out 

3. Possible 

4. O- + P+Q- Possible for qb(bb) decays 

5. 
+- 0+-Q P Possible for x(cg and If nrh = mxb then this Will be 

xb(bb)+dyays. The decay observable even in the 

Xb-*7 r could put strong standard model. Forbidden 

limits on p by CVC for vector current. 

6. r*h’y Will put strong limits on /3 

if mh < my. 

7. 

8. 

+- f- 
e e -t/J @ 

Drell-Yan 

(qq + Q+Q-) 

No chance unless fle << 8, << 1 

Possible if one can examine 

7+7- final states, if any 
p < 0.01 or if nzq greay than 

current quark mass. K N -+ ti”+~-X 
is best place to search for Higgs 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

No chance; however pf = mf/2mW 

is ruled out 

Weak limits on Per,. Pm, 

Beta decay 

UN --) b-X 

Weak limits on Per,. Pud 

Cannot rule 

out @).I f Pe 

Pseudoscalar 

and axial vector 

currents give same 

matrix element 

Non-relativistic 

quark model must be 

trusted 

Requires a light pseudo 

scalar Higgs Boson 

Possible even if p = 1 

Careful cxperimcntal 

study worthwhile, both 
for rate and forward-back- 

ward asymmetry 

Experimental limits arc 

fairly weak 

Perhaps one could get use- 

ful limits by studying data 

in small x region: Higgs and 

QCD scaling violations 

contribute to same term 

and cancel 

13. Parity violation Results of SLAC 2 + eX 

in electron- experiment [ lo] rules out 

nucleon interaction significant Higgs cffccts 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Process Observable Higgs effect Comments 

14. KL-K; mass 

difference and 

flavor changing 

neutral currents 

For mu 2 rnw, the Higgs-fermion 

coupling could be as large as 30% 

ofg 1441 

._._~ __~ 

The cxistcncc of the following Higgs particles is assumed: a light scalar ho (mh < mw), a heavy 

pseudoscalar Ho (mH > mw) and heavy charged H’ (we assume mH+ = mHo for convenience). 

The Higgs-fermion interaction is enhanced by a factor 0-l over that of the Weinberg-Salam 

model. We allow for the possibility that p depends on the fermions involved. 

order of magnitude guess. We would like to point to a calculation done in ref. [ 193 
where the authors attempt to calculate the neutral Higgs-nucleon coupling. Their 
result is that the Higgs-nucleon coupling (in low-energy transitions involving u and 
d quarks) is proportional to a mass substantially larger than the current quark mass 
(though probably less than a constituent quark mass). We conclude that for pheno- 
menological purposes, we can treat mq as a current algebra mass for processes invol- I 
ving large mass scales and constituent quark mass for low-energy phenomena. 

There are clearly many consequences of our viewpoint for production of Higgs 
particles. On the assumption that the heavy Higgs are very heavy, say mH 2 mw, 
they would mainly be seen in e+e- collisions or pair produced, as with W’, Z. The 
production of ho should be considerably easier since it is lighter, perhaps in the few 
GeV range. The coupling of ho to electrons is still proportional to m,, hence the 
production of ho in e+e- would be suppressed even in the case of an enhanced 
fermion-Higgs coupling. In the present paper, we will not consider in any detail 
production mechanisms and direct observation of the Higgs particles. We will con- 
centrate on determining the restrictions from low-energy phenomenology on the 
allowed ranges of & and /3~ since this can be done accurately. In a future paper we 
will study the production and detection questions if the numerical results still seem 
to deserve consideration. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2, we will present the major 
experimental constraints on the parameters of our model. Using the Higgs masses 
which resemble those of eq. (8), we find that g - 2 of the muon leads to a lower 
limit on /3. By studying 71’ decay, we can obtain limits on the possible inequality 
0, # &. All further experimental results presently available do not constrain the 
model significantly. There are many interesting tests which can be done in the near 
future. In sects. 3,4 we discuss ways in which to observe effects of the neutral and 
charged Higgs bosons. In table 1, we present in summary from the various processes 
which could show effects of the Higgs bosons. Finally, in sect. 5, we give our conclu- 
sions. The details of the two-Higgs model and a discussion of amplitudes for fermion- 
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antifermion scattering (where one might look for Higgs effects) are given in the appen- 
dices. 

2. Major experimental constraints 

2.1. (g-2) of the muon and electron 

From the useful summary paper of Leveille [20], we can read off the contribu- 
tions of our Higgs particles to (g - 2) of the muon. (See fig. 1.) For ho and Ho, we 
have (using his eq. (11)): 

ho _ c= ’ 
_s 

a, 8n2 s 
dx(k= - x3)/(x2 + Ah(l -x)) , 

0 

where a, G i(g - 2) of the p-, C, ~gm,/2&mw and At, = m$mE, and 

aHo _ -‘p’ 1 

P s 8n2 o 
dxx3/(x2 tAH(l -x)), 

(9) 

(10) 

where Cr, f C, in our model and AH E mk/rni. For the charged Higgs H’, we obtain 
(using his eq. (10)): 

dx x(1 - x)/(x + AH) . (11) 

Note that A is large for Higgs masses in the range which we consider. Therefore, we 
find that the total Higgs contribution is approximately: 

(12) 

Using the masses given by eq. (S), we can drop the second term above. The current 
experimental data and theory allow a contribution from other sources; if all of the 
discrepancy were taken up here l , we would have 

aHis@ < 2 X 10-a . 
P (13) 

From eq. (12), we find (all masses in GeV units) 

aHiggs 5 2.6 X 10-r’ (In Ah - $)//3irni . P (14) 

We can get a limit on & by choosing a mass for mh. For example, if we use (cf., 

* The Z” and W’ contributions to a,, ue [ 5 1 ] only about 0.2 x 1 0p8, hence we may safely 
neglect them here. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. The Higgs contributions to (g - 2) of the muon: (a) neutral Higgs contribution and (b) 
charged Higgs contribution. 

eq. (8)), mh = 400 flP GeV we find 

& 2 0.015 (15) 

(which corresponds to mh Z 6 GeV/c’). Alternatively, we may obtain a limit on the 
product &mh. In fact, this limit will be less sensitive to the actual value of the Higgs 
mass since it depends only on ln Ah. Thus, if ln Ah = 10, we obtain &mh 2 0.1. It 
should be noted that eq. (15) is based on an arbitrary choice for the value of mh. If 
we leave mh as a free parameter, then one can change the limits on /3 by an order of 
magnitude by a corresponding change in the value of mh. Furthermore, if mh is of 
the same order as mH, then it is possible to have the contributions to aFig@ cancel 

out (see eq. (12)). In addition, if this model is generalized to include an axion (see 
further discussion in sect. 5) then with two Higgs and /3 << 1 it can happen that 
the axion mass is similar to the ho mass [21]. Since the axion is pseudoscalar, the 
axion and ho contributions to (g - 2)P cancel, and perhaps could significantly 
lower the above limit. 

In this paper we will use eq. (15) as a guide; we will, however, keep the remarks 
above in mind. In particular, note that if all Higgs masses are very large (say, larger 
then mw) then a,, Higgs places a very mild restriction on &. For example, &, = m,/2mw 
= 7 X lop4 could not be ruled out. Such large Higgs masses would totally suppress 
any Higgs contributions to low-energy phenomenology. If such a small & existed 
there could be observable effects in very high-energy reactions [5,7]. 

Turning to the electron (g - 2) we use the experimental limit [5 l] 

aHisss < 3 X lo-10 . e (16) 

The theoretical Higgs contribution for the electron gets smaller than that of the 
muon by roughly a factor (m,/m,)4. Since the experimental limit for the electron 
is only about 100 times better than that for the muon, the resulting limit for 0, is 
not as strong as compared with &. If we take mh > 6 GeV/c’ as before, we find 

0, t 4.8 X 1O-6 . (17) 

Therefore, (g - 2) of the electron does not give us any useful restriction. 
The (‘g - 2), will have a large contribution from the Higgs. Even in the standard 

Weinberg-Salam model the Higgs contribution is greater than the hadronic contri- 
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Pig. 2. Quark model picture of n+ --t Q+vQ (Q+ = cc or p’): (a) W+ contribution (this is the stan- 

dard weak interaction description) and (b) H+ contribution. 

bution if mQ 2 4 GeV [22]. In our model the effect is even larger, &, = 9 and we 
find aFiggs = 7 X lo-*/pz. For fl x .015, a~issS:, 3 X low4 which is about a third 
the anomoly from QED. 

2.2. Leptonic decays of 7if and K’ 

In the two-Higgs model discussed in appendix B there is only one parameter p; 
that is, flP = 0,. One can imagine a more complicated theory in which & # p,. The 
results of (g - 2) give us no information on this possibility. One might expect to be 
able to learn something new by looking at the y-e universality tests. Consider the 
case of 71’ decay into ~_l?v or e’v. In addition to the W contribution (fig. 2a), one 
must also include the effects of the charged Higgs (fig. 2b). One might be able to 
constrain the Higgs coupling using the experimental results for r(n + ev)/E(n + p); 
in fact, no strong constraint arises. Recall that apart from phase space, E(rr -+ ev)/ 
f’(n + w) is proportional to rnz /rnE for a V, A contribution but independent of the 
lepton masses for a scalar contribution. For a Higgs coupling proportional to lepton 
masses, it is amusing that the Higgs scalar current also gives a contribution propor- 
tional to rni, so the above ratio is unchanged in the case of 0, = &. Therefore, one 
can only really constrain the possibility that /I, # /3,, in such a test, such a constraint 
can exist only if the Higgs contribution is appreciable. 

We now turn to details of the calculation. We imagine the n-meson as a bound 
state of quarks (ud) and perform the standard [23] non-relativistic calculation. First, 
let us consider the W contribution alone. One finds [24] 

3Gg cos2ti, mi(l - m~/m~>21Rs(0)12 
r(n+ + Q+yy) = -~-~- 

8n2 
(18) 

where R,(O) is the value of the s-wave radial wave function at the origin. (For the 
decay of K+, replace cos 0~ with sin 0~ and m, with mK). If we use Jackson’s [24] 
fit to the leptonic decay of vector mesons (in which he finds IR,(0)12 aM’.89 
GeV3), we obtain results for rr and K decay that are within a factor of two of the 
experimental results l . Given the relativistic nature of the ud system in the pion and 

* One could regard the charged n decay result as coincidental. For example, if one computes 
no + 2-y by similar methods (analogous to the q c + 27 calculation), one obtains a result 
300 times larger than the cxperimcntal data. 
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the uncertainty of R,(O), this result is certainly satisfactory. 
When we include the charged Higgs contribution the result is 

(19) 

where r. is the width calculated in eq. (18). As promised, if /3,, = flclv, then 

r(n+ -+ e+Y)/r(n+ + p+v) remains unchanged. Note that the absolute rate is modi- 
fied in eq. (19) but we can just as well use the expression in brackets to redefine 
R,(O). This effectively renormalizes _f,’ = 3 lR,(0)12/~m,. Unless R,(O) or equivalently 
f, is known accurately from an independent source, the absolute rate tells us nothing 
about the Higgs contribution. 

Suppose &, # &,,. Then, assuming the second term in eq. (19) is small, we have 
(for m, << mH) 

As discussed in sect. 1, we use current algebra masses for the quarks [ 161 (m, + 

md = 10 MeV/c2). Then, to satisfy p-e universality, 

(21) 

If we take mH = 160 GeV/c2 (from our estimate given in eq. (8)) then one could 
get constraints on the possibility that /3,, << &, << 1 (which would be the case if 
Pa” = mp/2mw). For example, if we took &,d = bPy = 1O-2 then we would find 
&, >> 10M5. Note that if the charged Higgs mass were much lighter, then the above 
test would definitely rule out &, # &. 

As a final remark, one can also use the above results for analyzing the decays of 
other charged pseudoscalars. For example, for K’ + Iz’r+, one would replace m, in 
the previous four equations with m K and (assuming bud = &,, = fl&) obtain slightly 
stronger limits on flnr,. A potentially interesting decay to study in the future is lepto- 
nit decays of the charmed Ff meson. These decays are not Cabibbo suppressed, so 
that eventually one might have enough events to observe them. In addition, one 
might have more trust in the value of R,(O) at the F mass; in that case, comparison 
of experiment results with the absolute rate given by eq. (19) could be useful. 

2.3. Summary of results 

Let us briefly review the constraints we have obtained thus far. If we accept, 
qualitatively, the Higgs mass spectrum suggested by eq. (8) we find from Cg - 2) 
of the muon and from n(or K) decay that it is likely that &” = &., and /3 > 10P2. 
If we relax the condition on the Higgs masses by making them heavier, then clearly 
one can end up with no useful restrictions on /3. It may be worth keeping in mind 
that bizarre situations such as 0, # /3,, but /3,, = &, have not not been ruled out in 

the above analysis. 
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However, if we now proceed to look in other areas of particle physics where 
Higgs effects can show up, we discover two results. First, current experimental data 

can not put bounds on our model more restrictive than the ones we have just 
obtained. Second, there are a number of experiments feasible in the near future 
which can help put constraints on our model. We now turn to a discussion of these 
points. 

3. Finding effects of the neutral Higgs bosons 

In our model we have both a scalar and a pseudoscalar Higgs boson. Thus, one 
can have Higgs contributing to the decays of both O+ and O- mesons. Furthermore, 
by investigating neutral current processes, one can hopefully determine any presence 
of a scalar or pseudoscalar current. In this section we investigate some examples 
when one might hope to see evidence for the neutral Higgs boson. 

3.1. Decay of neutral pseudoscalar mesons 

The decays 7-r’ -+ efep and q” + P’,L- are rare; they must proceed electromag- 
netically in second order (see fig. 3a). In addition, such a process may occur via the 
weak neutral current (Z exchange) or by exchange of a pseudoscalar Higgs particle 
Ho (see figs. 3b, c). If the decay rate P + yy (P = pseudoscalar meson) is known 
experimentally, the imaginary part of the QED amplitude for P + V+lZ- can be deter- 
nined using unitarity [25], hence a lower bound for r(P + Q’a-)/r(P -+ 77) can be 
rigorously obtained. Unfortunately, the real part of the QED amplitude is model 
dependent and usually depends on an unknown parameter. For “reasonable” 
values of that parameter one usually finds that the real part of the QED amplitude 
is approximately equal to the imaginary part. However, the experimental results for 
no -+ e+e- and /.I+P- [26] are typically a factor of five (with large errors) above the 
unitarity bound. Therefore there is room for other contributions. This alone would 
not constitute a proof of the existence of Higgs exchange, although it could provide 

(4 (b) 

P’i . 3. Contributions to no --t e+e-: (a) electromagnetic contribution (related by unitarity to 
n og 4 yy), (b) neutral current Z” contribution; (c) neutral Higgs Ho contribution: note that 

Ho is a pseudoscalar boson in our model. 
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some interesting limits on the Higgs-fermion coupling. 
We now present our calculation. For completeness we record the unitarity bound 

[25] for P + Jz+Q-: 

F(P --, Q+Q-) ~ 2a2mi 

r(p-tyY) 

Mz [I _ %$-‘” [Inf!!+~)]2 ) (22) 

where M IS the mass of P. To calculate the Z and Ho contributions, we again use non- 
relativistic quark model techniques. The result: 

mqM 
1 

2 

iM,(mf, -M2) 
IR,(W2 , (23) 

where C- 3Ginzi (1 - 4milM2)‘/2/4n2 and gA, gA’ = -fiTa for an incoming 
(outgoing) fermion of weak isospin T3. Eq. (23) holds for each qq in P; one must 

then correctly put in the appropriate SU(3) wave function of P. 
Let us consider the following decays: no + e+e-, n, v’, and qC + ,u+/..-, and 

nb + T+T- where ~~(77~) is the O-+ cc(bb) ground state. To be definite, we identify 
x(2.83) with n, and choose the nb mass to be 9 GeV/c2. We now substitute the 
appropriate numbers into eq. (23). For definiteness, let us choose Pa = & = 0.015 
and mH = 160 GeV/c’: we immediately discover that the Z contribution dominates 
the Higgs contribution for the light pseudoscalar decays. This is due to the small 
size of the quark mass and the large value we use for the Higgs mass. Even if we 
stretched our parameters to the limit by using, for example, & = mf/2mw and mH = 
16 GeV/c2, we would not obtain an observable Higgs contribution for the light 
pseudoscalar decays. In the latter case, the Higgs contribution would indeed domi- 
nate the Z contribution but would still be at least an order of magnitude (or more) 
smaller than the unitarity limit given by eq. (22). 

For the heavier pseudoscalars, (nc, nb), a rate at the level of the unitarity limit 
is experimentally unobservable. One needs a decay many orders of magnitude larger 
in order that the Higgs contribution be detectable. If we choose & = /3* = 0.015 and 
mH = 160 GeV/c’, we find that the Higgs contribution is too small to be seen. How- 
ever, consider witat happens if mH is much lighter than we have imagined. For 
example, in the case of 7)b decay, choose mb = 4.5 GeV/c2, fl= 0.015 and mH = 16 
GeV/c2. One then finds that the Higgs contributions F(nb + r+r-) 5 130 keV. 
This is a reasonable rate to see a signal assuming one could be sure one was produ- 
cing an nb(e.g., e+e- + r + qby -+ r+r-y which would be identified by searching 
for e’p(lr y events). Note that even with such a light Ho, the q7c + p’+p- decay would 
be unobservable. In order that the Ho contribution be appreciable for the n, decay, 
one would need substantially smaller values for /3. 

3.2. Decay of neutral scalar mesons 

The best understood scalar meson is the x(341.5), the O++ state in charmonium. 
Perhaps in the next few years the analogous state in the bb system (which we 
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denote by xi.,) will also be well studied. This meson has the quantum numbers of the 
light Higgs meson h” in our model and therefore could be an ideal place to search 
for Higgs effects. In fact, weak and electromagnetic decays into R+Q- are forbidden 
in the decay of scalar mesons due to the conserved vector current. Hence, observa- 
tion of a Q’Q- decay of a scalar meson could be proof of a scalar current in general 
and a Higgs meson in particular. 

Consider then the decay of the x into R+Q- (via an ho intermediate state). Again, 
we use the non-relativistic quark model; the result is 

27G;m;M2(1 - 4m;/M2)3’2&,(0)12 
r(X -+ Q'Q-) = ______- 

4&3;/3; [(m; - M2)2 + m;r;1 ’ (24) 

where M is the mass of the x and R;(O) is the derivative of the radial p-state wave 
function at the origin. Note that we have allowed for the fact that mh might be 
Close to M (Using eq. (8) mh > 6 GeV/c2) by inserting a Breit-Wigner denominator. 

In order to see how large this can be, let us normalize the width to [24] 
r(X + gg) = 96a;lR;(0)12/M4 = l-3 MeV for cc and bb systems. (In these ana- 
lyses, (Y, = 0.19 for CC and cr, = 0.15 for bb). We then find 

r(x + Q+Q-) = 9GE.miM6(1 - 4mi/M2)3/2 

r(X + gg) 128 TT*CI$@~ [(mi - M2)2 t mtr:] ’ (25) 

First, let us examine the unlikely but amusing situation that M is very close to 
the Higgs mass. For example, a Higgs mass of 10 GeV/c2 could be very close to the 
mass of the Xb. We then use eq. (25) and consider the decay Xb + r+r-. Since h 
couples to fermions with coupling proportional to the fermion mass, we approxi- 
mate Et, = r(h + cc) + E(h + r+r-) (remember that we have in mind that mh = 
mxb which is below bb threshold). Then we find 

r 

h 
= 6mh W+ + m,2) 

G 71p2 ’ (26) 

Thus, we find Et,/??+, = 6 X 10-6/f12. 
If lmh - MI <mhrh, then one would expect mixing between the &, and the 

Higgs boson. Even in the more likely case that lmh - MI >> mhrh, there could be 
a reasonable chance for an observable signal. The reason is that the signal is very 
clean from background if one looks for the rfr- decay. One would sit on the r’ 
and watch the decay T’ + yxb + yr+r- which would be identified by ye’p events 
where the y is monochromatic. As a numerical example, consider the case where 
fl= 0.0 15 and mh = 6 GeV/c2. We then find that r(Xb + r+r-) = 1 MeV which 
would be quite an observable width. If on the other hand fl= 1, we would need a 
much more fortuitous circumstance of mh being very near the mass of the Xb in 
order that the Xb + r+r- decay be observable. 

Second, let us examine the Higgs contribution to x(341 5) decay. Using the same 
numbers as before (p = 0.015 and mh = 6 GeV/c2) we find that I’(x + p+p-) = 
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0.02 keV. Note in particular the factor of flp4 enhancement in eq. (25) without 
which this reaction would be unobservable. Perhaps one could put useful limits 
on @zh with a high-statistics study of JI’ decays. 

3.3. Decay of neutral vector mesons 

For completeness, we mention a process proposed by Wilczek [4] : production 
of ho (or Ho) by decay of a neutral vector meson qq state: V” -+ H’y. Even in 
the Weinberg-Salam model, there is a chance this decay will be observed if the 
Higgs mass is light enough. If p # 1, then this method becomes an excellent one 

for producing the Higgs. For a scalar or pseudoscalar Higgs, the result is the same: 

F(V” + h’y) = CM* - mt) 
I‘(@ +/A+/.-) 4lr&3zq y 

(27) 

for a meson V of mass M. If mu is close to the mass of V, then eq. (27) may be an 

overestimation [27]. However, by studying the bb system, one still expects very 
strong constraints on fib if mh < 9.4 GeV/c*. If mh = 6 GeV the ratio is 

-3 x lo-a& 
The x(2830) could conceivably be a Higgs [4] instead of an nC. For this to be 

the case there must be large couplings to the Higgs so F($ + hy) will be large. From 
eq. (27) we have 

r(ti --f ho3 1.36 X 1O-4 

r($ +P+P-) = P2 
5 0.61 . (28) 

Since BR($ + p+n-) = 7%, BR(+ + h’y) Z= 4.3%. The x(2800) is seen by x + yy; 
if the x is a Higgs the rate is 

r(h + YY) a*m* 

F(h -+/J+,.-) = i&?+ 
C 9ei + C = 1.1 x 1o-3 ) 

heavy heavy i 
quarks leptons 

where “heavy” means mg,Q 2 $Vf This small rate for yy essentially eliminates the . 

possibility that x(2.83) is ho. 
The main contributions to Higgs decay, if it were x(2830), would be H + sS and 

H + /.A+/.-. Since the quark mode has a factor of 3 from color and a factor (m,/mp)* 
= %, it will dominate; we expect 

Fp’ > (3($) + 1) F(h + /.I+/_-) = 8F(h -+ /J+I_~-) , (29) 

so BR(h + yy) = 0.14 X 10v3. Then BR(II/ + yh) BR(h + yy) = 6 X 10e6 in our 
model. This is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the reported rate (1.3 
f 1 0v4, which implies that even in our model with enhanced Higgs-fermion coup- 
lings it is not possible to interpret x(2.83) as a Higgs boson. 

The only way to get around these estimates would be to increase F(x + h’y) by 
having 0, < /3,, by an order of magnitude, which seems very unlikely for the rele- 
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vant quarks which are s and heavier ones. For completeness, one should remark that 
to check experimentally on whether x(2.8) were a Higgs one would want to find its 
decays in the ratios of f’(h + strange particles)/r(h + p+p-)/r(h + yy) to be about 

7/1/l OK3, with some phase-space suppression of the 7/ 1. 
For T instead of G, the rate for T -+ boy is changed by a factor M*(T) -M*(h), 

and the yy branching ratio by a factor M*(h). If M(h) = 9 GeV, for example, the 
increase in the product of branching ratios is at least factor of 70, if all p’s are the 
same. In this situation the main decays of h would be CC and r+r-. 

3.4. Neutral Higgs ejyects in e+ e- + pfp 

Experimenters hope to detect the presence of (s-channel) Z” exchange in efe- 

+ u+,Y by detecting a cos 6’ term in the angular distribution of the outgoing muons 
[28]. This is not a parity violation; all one needs is an interference of two definite 

spin-parity exchanges to get a cos 19 terms. (The cos B term due to Z exchange is due 
to the interference of l+ and 1 -partial waves; such a term is also present in electro- 
magnetic corrections to one photon exchange.) Therefore, one also expects a cos 0 
term due to the presence of neutral Higgs exchange. Consider the calculation of 
e+e- + 1_1+p- at high energy which includes effects of Z” and ho exchange. Then, 

keeping only the dominant terms, the result is 

do (Y* m*n~*s* - = _ 
da,, 4s 

1 + cos*e + _~_.__~ 
16/3,2$ sin4(ow) n$,,[(mi - s)* + rniri] 1 

a* cos e t 8m,2m2(mfy ~ s) 

16 sin2ew cos2ew - r55PGis [(mi - s)* t mtri] ’ 1 (30) 

Let us first examine the cos 0 term in eq. (30). One would detect this term experi- 
mentally by measuring the asymmetry of the muon pairs. Note that for s < rn$ but 
s > rn; (we assume mh < mZ as suggested by eq. (8)) the Z and ho contributions 
come in with opposite signs. Unfortunately, for any reasonable value of 0, and &, 
the ho contribution is negligible for any s (except for s close to rnz ). The reason 
the effect is so small is because there is an extra factor of m,m, required to get 

7-h’ interference (one factor of m,m, is due to the Higgs-fermion coupling). That 
is, for massless fermions, there is no 7-h’ interference independent of the form of 
the Higgs-fermion coupling. The reason is that interference requires amplitudes with 
a net helicity of zero, and for the photon contribution these vanish when the fer- 
mion masses (see appendix C) are zero. 

Let us consider the case where s = rnz (‘. I e., sitting on top of the Higgs resonance). 
The contribution of the ho term has a maximum at s = rni f rhmh. The term propor- 
tional to cos 0 is then approximately 

(Y* cos e 4m2m2 _ 
16m$ sin2ew 

l? efi 
I Pe&m$h ’ 

(31) 
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for s = nz: << rng. Now, if mh is above bb threshold, then ho will decay predomi- 

nantly into bb pairs. In that case 

(32) 

Otherwise, we need to use eq. (26) for rh. Note that for mh >> 2mb, we see that 
r&r, = 0.2 for fl= 0.015. Thus, for small enough 0, rh may be quite large. How- 
ever, to be optimistic, let us use the estimate we obtained from eq. (26): r&r,, = 
6 X 10-6//32. Then, the term in brackets in eq. (31) becomes 1 f (2 X 10P3/m~) 
where mh is in units of GeV/c2. We conclude that detection of the ho in the cos 6’ 
term is hopeless. Note that we have assumed 0, = /3,, above; but our conclusion does 
not change for any reasonable values for the p’s. The study of e’e- (apart from the 
experimental difficulties) would not be sufficient to observe the ho term. 

Let us return to eq. (30) and examine the possibility of observing the Higgs 
meson in the total cross section. Now there are no extra factors of fermion masses; 
ho and y contribute to different helicity amplitudes, which add incoherently. If 
we integrate over all angles, we find at resonance (s = rni) 

4m2 
utot(e+e-) = - 

3m2m2m2 
1+ /.I h 

3s 64(3$$ sine4(Sw) m&r: ’ 1 (33) 

If we assume p, = & = /I and r&h = 6 X 10P6/f12, then we obtain 1 + (2 X 10P6) 

for the expression in brackets in eq. (33). The situation is not much better if we 
consider [2] crtot(e+e- + anything). Using the same value for rh and L’(h” + p+!_-) 
= Gl:mhmi/4nfi/32, we find that u(e+e- + h + anything)/o(e+e- -+ /J+P-) = 1.6 
X lo-“. Note that in both of these calculations, p has dropped out of the final result; 
hence these results are just those of the standard one-Higgs model. 

If we consider a model where fi, # &, it is possible to get larger results. An exam- 
ple of such a situation appears in a paper by Kim and Segre [29]. Briefly, they con- 
struct a model where fl << 1 for light fermions and fl= 1 for the heavier fermions. 
As a result, their Higgs bosons have rather small total widths, but substantial bran- 

ching ratios into electrons and muons. Clearly, in such a model observable effects 
could occur in e+e- + p+p-. Again, one should study the total cross section (eq. 

(33) rather than the asymmetry (eq. (31)). The latter is suppressed due to the extra 
factor of m,m, as discussed previously. Our conclusion is that effects due to neutral 
Higgs mesons are unlikely to be observable in e+e- physics at energies below the pro- 

duction of weak vector bosons. 

3.5. Higgs effects in Drell- Yan production of leptons 

The production of lepton pairs in hadron-hadron collisions is thought to occur 
via the reaction [30] q?j + !Z+Q- by one-photon exchange. We also expect a Higgs 
contribution; the discussion will be similar to the one given in subsect. 3.4. How- 
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ever, there are a number of important differences. First, the charges of the quarks 
are fractional; hence the Higgs contribution relative to the one-photon exchange 
increases by a factor of l/e:. Second, the quark mass will replace the electron mass 
which will increase the Higgs contribution here significantly as compared with 
e+e- + p+pl-. Third, there will be a color factor of ‘3 multiplying the cross section. 

One can now return to eq. (33) and derive results for the relative sizes of the 
ho and y contributions to qYj + 1_1+p-. It has been remarked in the literature [2,31] 
that the scattering of u and d quarks is not promising mechanism for producing 
Higgs. As remarked in ref. [31], in pp scattering, the dominant mechanism for Higgs 

production will be two-gluon scattering through a quark loop. Using our model, one 
would multiply the results of ref. [31] by p-*, thus enhancing the production rate 
of Higgs. One still has to detect the Higgs once it has been produced. Although the 
/J+P- mode is the easiest to detect experimentally, one can also look for p’e” events 
which could signal rfr- production. 

We would like to suggests one further possibility which could turn out to be an 
excellent place to look for a Higgs signal. Consider dimuon production in K+N + 
p+1_1- + X or K”N + p+p- t X. It is crucial that the S quark be the only antiquark 
which is also a valence quark. Then, one would expect that a significant part of the 
cross section would be due to sS + 1_1+p- in the case of KfN and dd -+ p+p- in the 
case of K’N). Thus, in the case of an SU(3) symmetric sea, sS + pfpl- would 
account for half the dimuons. (Using a more realistic model for the sea, this ratio 
would be depressed by no more than a factor of two.) Consider now Higgs produc- 
tion in these reactions. Because the S antiquark is now valence and the mass of the 
strange quark is not negligible, we expect that Higgs production via sS annihilation 
will be as large as the production by gluons. (In fact we believe that sS annihilation 
actually dominates, but such a conclusion strongly depends on the quark distribu- 
tion functions used.) 

The above remarks are true for the standard model. If /3 << 1, then we expect 
an enhancement in the production of Higgs. We present here some considerations 
which should give the reader a rough idea on the feasibility of detecting Higgs by 
such a method. From eq. (33), we obtain the peak height (s = ,i): 

u(sF + ho -+/L+/_-) 3m2m2 
ps =_----- p s 

a(sT -+ y + p+p-) 2’ 

e*a* 
9 

C (3mi t m,2) 
q,Q 1 

(34) 

where eq = -5 for an s-quark and (Y = J?GFrn$ sin2(ow)/n x A. We have assumed 
that all B’s are equal and substituted for the Higgs width I’h using the generalization 
of eq. (26). (Near new thresholds, rh should be modified by appropriate phase-space 
factors; we ignore this here.) Note that as we remarked after eq. (33) fl cancels out 
of the ratio p. In a real experiment, we must take the experimental resolution rexp 
into account and integrate over the peak using a Breit-Wigner shape. The signal one 
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Table 2 

Higgs production in ss annihilation 

mh(GcV/c*) 

0.3 

0.5 

1.0 

3.0 

5.0 

9.0 

20.0 

Threshold 

+ - 
lJ!J 

ss 

ss 

ss 

+- 
&,7 7 

f- 
&7 7 

bb 

/+xP(MlN) pexP(MAX) 

3.5 x lo-* 0.3 

7.5 x lo-3 0.2 
1.5 x to-* 1.5 
4.5 x lo-* 40 

6 X lO-4 0.8 
lO-3 1.1 

3 xlod 0.02 

Using eqs. (34) and (35) in the text, we calculate the Higgs signal-to-Drell Yan background 

noise for annihilation of ss (denoted by pexP). For illustrative purposes, we have assumed an 

experimental resolution of rexP = 100 MeV. pexP (MIN) corresponds top = 1 and pexP(MAX) 
corresponds to @??h = 0.1 &V/c* (see the text following eq. (15)). If one chooses Mh close to 

a threshold, one must modify cq. (34) with an appropriate phase-space factor. In the “thresh- 

old” column below, we give the most massive fcrmions into which h can decay. We have 
taken m, = 150 McV/c*. 

“measures” in the laboratory then is 

rh >>rexP ’ 
(35) 

We interpret Pexp as a measure of the Higgs signal to Drell-Yan background noise 
if we could ignore dd or UU annihilation which would contribute mainly to back- 
ground. The reader should decrease pexp further to account for this background; 

this will depend of course on which beam is being used. 
We present the results for pexp in table 2 for a range of possible Higgs masses 

and 0. We have chosen rexp = 100 MeV for illustrative purposes. Note that although 

p is independent of /3, pexp depends on (3 through rh. We conclude that K+N + 
p+p- + X is an excellent place to look for a Higgs particle of mass 5 10 GeV/c*. 

3.6. Higgs effects in deep inelastic lep toproduc tion 

In our model with /3, = &, one could find evidence for Higgs effects by studying 
breakdown of p-e univerality. As an example, we compare pp + PX with ep + eX. 
To do this, consider the scattering of muon and electrons off quarks. The one-pho- 
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ton exchange cross section is 

do, - 47ro’ei [I t (:-y)‘] 

*- Qk (36) 

where ei is the parton charge squared, Q2 is the four-momentum transfer squared 
and y = 1 - El/E where R, (E ‘) is the initial (final) lepton energy in the lab system. 

Let us compare this with the cross section due to Higgs (ho) exchange. We may 

write the result in the following form: 

(37) 

where x = Q2/ys and ds is the cm. energy for the Vp + RX scattering. To get an idea 
of how large oh can be, let us divide eq. (37) by eq. (36) then 

doh/dQ2 ~ GE,rnirn2 

do,lde2 1 6n2a2e3333~ ’ 

where we have taken an average squared charge el = & and masses are in GeV units. 
If we take /3~ = &, = 0.015, we see that the result is too small to be observed. On the 
other hand, if we put or = mf/2mw (with mw = 80 GeV/c’) we obtain 38 for the 
above ratio. Then we must include the kinematical suppression factor 

x2y2 Q2 _____ 
1 +(I -y)2(mt+Q2)2 . 

To estimate its effect, evaluate it at x =y = i, Q2 = rni; then it gives a reduction fac- 
tor of &. This probably rules out the extreme case & = mf/2mw for both R and q, 
but gives little constraint if flQ = 0.015. 

If mf/& is the same for all fermions, the Riggs contribution would not change 
the ratio of unity expected for o(eN + eX)/o(pN + pX>. Otherwise since the Higgs 
contribution is proportional to rni it should give o(pN + E.IX) > o(eN + eX). 

3.7. Energy level shifts 

In atomic systems the Higgs field will produce [32] a pure Yukawa potential 

V(r) = -c ~ 
r 

which is the non-relativistic limit of M = C@,U,U P~P)/(k’ + rni) where 
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and q runs over all the particles in the nucleus. In particular the 2P,,, to 2S112 split- 
ting this creates [33] is, for the ,u-He atom, 

assuming ??rh >> 2wn,. The difference between theory and experiment for this 
measurement is [34] less than the (theoretical) error, 8.7 X 10e3 eV, so letting 

2.4 X lop9 GeV2 < /3$,tn~ , 

which is much smaller than other limits. (At one time possible Higgs effects were 
considered to explain discrepancies in measurements in the X-ray spectrum of 
high-Z muonic atoms. However, these were higher level transitions involving f, p 

and d states which are affected less by a high mass Higgs particle. The Higgs con- 
sidered was less than 10 MeV in mass.) 

The 2Pi 
[ 
2 

8.3 X 10-i 

to 2S,,, transition in hydrogen has been measured [35] to within 
eV. Using the same formulae with /J + e we have 

8.7 X lop9 (GeV)’ <&,ffqrni . 

For P, = m&w, Fq = Ezq/mw, this gives an interesting limit for mh, mh > 4 GeV; 

it could provide a useful constraint on some theories. For 0, = flq = 0.015, it is not 
useful. 

4. Finding effects of the charged Higgs boson 

If the charged Higgs boson were light enough, it could be produced by e+e- + 
H+H-. This would lead to an increase in R of i of a unit above H+H- threshold. A 
good discussion of methods to observe this process in the context of the two-H&s 
doublet model is given by Chang and Kim [36]. They suggest looking for peculiar 
final states (in particular four and six kaons in the final state) which could be associa- 
ted with a small rise in R. 

Unfortunately, if the mass estimates of eq. (8) are any guide, the H+ will be too 
heavy to be produced by the next generation of e+e- machines. Thus, we will have 
to look for indirect ways to observe effects of the charged Higgs. We have already 
discussed in subsect. 2.2 the effect of charged Higgs exchange on the decay of pseu- 
doscalar mesons. If & = &, then the only hope for observing Higgs effects in a decay 
requires a situation where the non-relativistic quark model can be trusted (and the 
wave function at the origin is fairly well-known). In this section, we study other 
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$kr) 

la) (b) 
Fig. 4. Contributions to muon decay. 

- 
ve 

possibilities. In general, charged Higgs exchange can occur in any process in which 
W’ exchange occurs. Thus, the search for Higgs mesons becomes a search for scalar 
and pseudoscalar (charged) weak currents, keeping in mind the very special nature 
of the charged Higgs couplings. 

4.1. The decay p + WV 

The amplitude for the processes in fig. 4 is given by 

M=V$G’r: C(~Z)Y~(] +~s)~(~,)~o1,)~,.,(l +Ys)u(k,) 

-q u(k,)(l - YS)4PI>~(P2>(1 + -Ys)u@,) . 
a&m H 

For convenience, we apply a Fierz transformation. The result is 

M=~G1:[Cvu(p,)y,u(p,)u(k,)y,(l +Ys)u(k,) 

+ CAu(l-)2)i~~~S11(PI)11(k2)iy~(1 + YS)u(kl)l 1 

where 

Cv = 1 t tn,rn,l~~,~~rn~ , 

CA = -1 + menzp/&i&&,m~ 

Using the standard textbook results [37], we find 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

e -m,qNWeP~m~I (42) 

Another parameter l which characterizes the electron asymmetry in polarized muon 
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decay [37] is given by 

g = -2c,c,l(c: + c;> 

= 1 - rn,2rn~//@~rn~ . (43) 

The experimental numbers [37] are n = -0.12 f 0.21 and t = 0.973 f 0.014. Note 

that for mH > mw, the Higgs contributions in eq. (42) and (43) are totally negligible 

if p, = & = 0.015. However, fir = mf/2mw is clearly ruled out (unless mH > 5mw). 

It is amusing to note that the experimental value for t is more than one standard 

deviation away from the V-A prediction of t = 1. One should, however, include 
higher-order corrections (which can result in V + A pieces) before one claims obser- 
vation of a Higgs effect. Note that for our model, { = 1 - 2n2 so Q is a more sensi- 
tive test. 

Finally, note that the other Michel parameters p = 6 = $ remain unchanged be- 
cause we have only left-handed neutrinos (except for terms on the order of mi/m&). 

Better measurements of l and 77 are probably worthwhile. 

4.2. Beta decay 

Again, we will follow closely the analysis of the standard textbooks [37]. For 
beta decay, we approximate Hen as follows: 

Heff = && cos 0, [IrY/.I(l + K4YS) @TpU + 75) v 

+ms + gpY5) nal + 7s) VI > (44) 

where gA = 1.22. If the interaction of the H+ with the proton and neutron is 

assumed to be approximately the same as the one between the H+ and the u and d 
quarks, then we can write 

g, = m,(m, - m&LtP,,m~ , 

gp = %(% + md)/Pud&v m& . (45) 

Since &decay is non-relativistic, we make a non-relativistic reduction on H,ff (eq. 
(44)); and in this limit$ysn G 0. Hence, we will see no effect ofgp. This makes the 
interpretation of the quark masses in eq. (45) much easier, since there is little dif- 
ference between m, - md and mp - m,. 

To see the effect of g,, we look at the energy spectrum and angular distribution 
of the electron in &decay. If we denote this distribution by A@‘,, &, R,) then 

1371, 

NE,, R,, 52,) 0: E [& + Xp, cos Oev + &.I , 

where 

(46) 

E= WF12(1 +&+ 16r12g~, (47) 
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where MF and MGT are the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements respectively. 
(For neutron D-decay, lMr.,l = 1 and 1M~r I = d3.) Note that g, is even smaller than 
n (defined in eq. (42)) because m, - ?nd = -0.03 m,. Therefore, unless &d and 
very small (much smaller than fl= 0.015), the Higgs effects will be unobservable. 
As an example, consider the experimental measurement of b in Fermi transitions. 
It is found [37] that b = -0.02 f 0.09. This allows one to obtain the limit fle$& 

rni > 3 X 10-s GeV2. For rnH = 160 GeV/c2, we see that pqql - m,/mw is barely 
ruled out. This illustrates once again that one obtains very weak limits on the Higgs 
couplings from both fl and p decays. It is useful to note, however, that one cannot 
have large charged Higgs-fermion couplings and a small H’ mass at the same time. 
In that case, both fl and /J decays can put some restrictions on the Higgs param- 
eters. Furthermore, the p decay results tend to be more stringent because m, >> 

md -- mu. 
For completeness, we note that for neutron b-decay 

h= 
1 -g; -8: 

g:,+. 
(48) 

Experimentally, one finds [37] that h = -0.091 f 0.039. In fact, this is one of the 
ways (although not the best) one measures gA = 0). Therefore, a measurement of 
h is not useful to uncover a possible (but small) presence of g,. 

One can also look at polarized neutron decay and various integrated transition 
rates for nucleon P-decay. Using current experimental numbers, one can obtain 
restrictions on fle&rm~ which are somewhat better than the one obtained from 
the measurement of b. However, our conclusions remain the same. 

4.3. Higgs effects in neu trino production 

There are no Higgs contributions to neutral current processes involving neutrinos 
(e.g., vN + vX), because the neutrino is massless. However, there will be Higgs con- 
tributions to charged current processes. We examine one such example here. 

Consider vN -+ p-X in the framework of the parton model where N is an isosca- 

lar target. That is, we calculate the elementary scatterings uq -+ p-q’ and p-q’ and 
then integrate over the distribution of quarks and antiquarks in the proton. Here 
we will take into account the possibility of H+ exchange (as well as W+ exchange). 
We can then derive the following formula for the cross section: 

1 4(x) (49) 

+ (1 -y)2 •t 
mi(m,2(1 -y) - rni) + rnE(rni + mi)y2 

2 
~x~ud&vmH 4fiidfl;vm4, 
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where q(x) =x [u(x) + d(x) ] (we ignore the other quark flavors). The effect of the 
Higgs contribution is to change the x and y dependence of the cross section. Let us 
first concentrate on they dependence. It will be convenient to compare eq. (49) with 
the following general expression for the cross section [38] : 

deVN fJL + un(1 -v)2 + 2e,(I -Y) 

dxdy- UL •t un + 20, 

where uL, un and u, are the absorption cross sections for the scattering of left-han- 
ded, right-handed and scalar virtual W bosons respectively. In analogy with electro- 
production, one defines R = 2u,/(uL + un t 2u,). In the naive parton model with 

only W exchange, R = 0. Thus, the effect of the Higgs contribution is to give a non- 
zero value for R. Both low-energy (threshold) effects and scaling-violation correc- 
tions to the naive parton model also give small non-zero contributions to R and at 
least the latter is non-negligible according to QCD predictions. If we note the identi- 
ty 2(1 -JJ) = 1 + (1 -,v)~ -y2, then we obtain 

to be compared with the usual QCD predictions. In particular, RHiggs is negative 
while RQcn is positive and 

so a significant cancellation can occur. If mH is very large (as in eq. (8) then RHigm 

is negligible except possibly in the region where x -+ 0. One should note that the 
kinematic assumptions which underlie the parton model break down as x + 0. In 
addition, the term in eq. (49) or (51) which goes as x-’ is multiplied by an extra 
product of fermion masses for similar reasons as those mentioned in subsect. 3.6 
(this is a general feature of scalar-vector interference). In a deep inelastic process 
that current quark masses should be used. Thus, the situation here is similar to 
that of electroproduction; and in fact is even more hopeless if mH is very large. We 
conclude that Higgs effects are unobservable in VN + n-X. By studying regions of 
very small x at moderate energies one could perhaps put a lower bound on mH. 
We suspect however that given other sources for R such a bound would be very 
weak. 

4.4. Parity violation in neutral currents due to Higgs 

Marciano and Sanda [39] have shown that radiative corrections which induce 
parity violation in the electron-nucleon interaction turn out to be much larger than 
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Fig. 5. Parity violation in the electron-nucleon neutral current induced b 

4;. 
charged Higgs box 

diagrams. Note that these diagrams imply immediately that Cy2gs = -C,~ggs. See text. 

one might naively anticipate. The diagrams they studied which gave large effects 
were various box diagrams with two gauge bosons. With this in mind, we investi- 
gate the effect of box diagrams with two Higgs bosons. Since the neutral Higgs bo- 
sons are all parity conserving, we study the box diagram consisting of two charged 
Higgs (see fig. 5). These diagrams would contribute to parity violation in bismuth 

(Bi) and polarized electron-deuteron scattering (& -+ eX). 
We will express our results in terms of the constants Cr& Cr,, CZd and CT, 

defined by [40] 

+ C2,Fy,,eiiysu + C2dFypedypy5d] . 

In the Weinberg-Salam theory (Z” exchange) one obtains 

Cr, = i(l - 4 sin2ew), 

Crd = -t(l - : sin2Bw), 

C2, = +(l - 4 sin2ew), 

C&j = -$(I - 4 sin28w). 

(52) 

(53) 

Following the methods of ref. [39], we find the following results for the diagrams 
of fig. 5 (at small Q2): 

Chess = _cHb 
1U Id . Wb) 

It is clear that given the limits of p-e universality in n+ decay (subsect. 2.2), the 
Higgs contribution to Cr, and Crd must be negligible. However, we can also regard 
eq. (54) as providing limits on the Higgs parameters by studying gd + eX. We note 
that the asymmetry in & + eX is predicted to be [41] 

Ad(-%y)“(Clu -$ld)+(CZu -$Zd) (55) 
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For they value measured by the SLAC parity violation experiment [40], the second 
term in eq. (55) is negligible. Hence, the asymmetry is proportional to C,, - iCld. 
If we regard the result of the SLAC experiment as confirming the Weinberg-Salam 
model, then any contribution to Cr, and Cl* other than Z exchange must be small. 
Thus, C~~ggs - icy?@ = -1.5 C’rp@ (where C’ypgs > 0; see eq. (54)) must be small 
compared to the WS prediction. 

The above conclusion is useful when we consider parity violation in heavy atoms. 
Suppose we wish to “explain” the null result [42] in Bi using the Higgs box. It is 

possible to reduce the Weinberg-Salam prediction for parity violation in Bi by an 
appropriate choice of Higgs parameters. To see that, note that parity violation in 
Bi is proportional to Qw E 2[Cr.(A +Z) + Crd(2A - Z)] * 584(Cr, + 1.15 Crd) 
for Z = 83,A = 209. Thus, using eqs. (53), (54) and sin20w = $, we see that 

cr, + 1.15 Ctd = -0.22 + 0.15 CYf@. (56) 

Since CyAggs > 0, one sees the possibility of reducing parity violation in Bi. Unfor- 
tunately, if we use the restriction on C:ygs obtained from & + eX, we conclude 
that the exchange of charged Higgs cannot be responsible for the null results in 
Bi. 

We cannot resist mentioning one further amusing point. Suppose there were a 
contribution for which Cr, - m,, Cld - md. Then for the e% + eX experiment, 
which measures Cr, - iCrd we get a contribution proportional to rnyl, - lrn,, which 
is essentially zero for current quark masses; such a contribution would automatically 

not affect the SLAC experiment. Conversely, for the Bi experiment, we would 
obtain Cr, + 1 .15 Crd = -0.22 + k( m, t 1 .15 11~~) which could reduce the Bi predic- 
tion. 

A neutral Higgs box in a CP-violating theory would couple proportional to rni 

or m2 d, essentially satisfying these conditions. 
If the situation with parity violation in eN interactions clears up soon and is in 

accord with the standard theory, as most people expect, then the above remarks 
in this section are at best of pedagogical interest. If the situation should remain 
puzzling, they may help provide clues to what is happening. 

Finally, let us note that Higgs box diagrams could contribute in other processes 
(e.g., VPe scattering and e+e- + v+p-). The arguments in this section suggest that 
such effects will be small. 

4.5. Ki - IV: mass difference and ,flavor-changing neutral currents 

For completeness, we note that one should always make sure that a given model 
of weak interactions does not upset the standard calculations [43] of the Kt - Kg 
mass difference and rare K meson decay widths. In our model, one would consider 
box diagrams where one or more W boson is replaced by a charged Higgs boson. 
Grifols [44] has considered the effect of box diagrams with one Higgs boson and 
one W on the Kt - Kg mass difference in an SU(2)L X SU(2)n X U(1) gauge model. 



He finds that for rnH = mw, the coupling of H to fermions could be as large as 30%’ 
ofg without upsetting any low-energy weak interactions. In our notation, this 
would mean that 0.3&d > m,/2nzw or &d > lop2 (if we take 1~2, = 500 MeV/c2). 
This result is consistent with our results of sect. 2. 

In general we will have flavor-changing neutral currents induced by box diagrams, 
and they could be comparable with the usual contributions to Kt -+ KE or K” + 
p+p-- but not large enough to disrupt conventional views. 

In a sense the contribution of scalar currents in box diagrams giving a V, A 

theory is related to the earlier attempts [4S] to do this in general. We conclude that 
the restrictions on Higgs couplings do not allow the Higgs to play the role of such 
scalars. 

5. Discussion 

In this paper we have studied some implications for experiments of a scheme in 

which Higgs-fermion couplings can be large. While fermion and vector boson masses 
still both arise from spontaneous symmetry breaking, we assume their widely diffe- 
rent mass scales are set by different scales of vacuum expectation values (vev’s) of 
Higgs bosons. We constructed one explicit model in which two different vev’s are 
present, one (v) giving mass to fermions and one (V) to vector bosons. Then there 
is a small parameter /3 = u/V, and Higgs-fermion couplings are of order gtrzf/2flmw. 
That is the Higgs-fermion couplings are enhanced by a factor p-’ over that of the 
standard model. If one found that or = 1rlr/2nzw for a given Higgs-fermion coupling 
that would correspond to a coupling equal tog. The only experiment which clearly 
gives a relevant constraint is (g - 2) for the muon. Even this constraint is model 

dependent and could be relaxed in more complicated situations. One finds under 
certain assumptions regarding Higgs masses, that & Z 10 m,/mw. Furthermore, 
one has suggestions from n+ leptonic decay and comparisons of eN + eX with 
PN + PX that 8, << & << 1 is unlikely. 

We have constructed the simplest model where there is only one parameter p for 
all fermions. Should it turn out that p = 1, then one should consider wrong our 
premise that the mass scales of fermions and vector bosons are set by different sca- 
les of vev’s. It appears that /3 > 10P2; such a value might still be consistent with 
our premise. Already we have evidence for fermions such that m,-/nzw = 0.05. Our 
sense of what values 0 will take is surely not sound enough to give such an interpre- 
tation with any confidence. Further, some experiments will soon be good enough 
to see the effects of strongly coupled Higgs if they are present, or could already 
be analyzed with such a question in mind. Consequently, we have given a number 
of experimental tests in the text. 

Indeed, it is somewhat surprising that existing experiments do not limit the Higgs 
coupling more. They allow the muon-Higgs coupling to be about 75 times the 
Weinberg-Salam value, and restrict other couplings even less, if ho is the only “light” 
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Higgs (i.e., the only Higgs boson with mass significantly less than mw). 
If it turns out that p is significantly less than 1, then we have a number of interes- 

ting phenomena which could arise from the Higgs sector. These have been discussed 
in the text and summarized in table 1. Here, we would like to mention two other 
interesting possibilities. The first concerns the problem of the axion [46]. (The 
axion is a pseudoscalar much lighter than the pseudoscalar Ho of our model.) The 
two-Higgs model we have presented here does not contain any particle which could 
be an axion. This is simply due to our choice of the Higgs-fermion interaction (i.e., 
choice ofg, = 0 in eq. (B.22)). One could add more doublets and arrange for an 
axion by appropriately choosing the Higgs-fermion couplings. In the standard model 
of the axion, the coupling of axions to fermions is of order mf/2mw. The result of 
this fact is that the axion is expected to have a very light mass (probably less than an 
electron mass). It appears that such an axion is excluded by experiment [47]. By 
constructing a model where the coupling of axions to fermions is of order mf/?,flmw, 
however, one finds [46,48] that the mass of the axion is proportional to /I + fl-‘. 
The result is that axions are now heavier (with a mass in the GeV’s). If this turns out 
to be the case, one may now turn to the tests given in sect. 3 for the detection of the 
axion. Furthermore, the axion will then contribute to (g ~ 2)@ and does so with a 
sign opposite to that of the ho contribution, perhaps significantly weakening the 
constraint on &. 

A second interesting effect (assuming fl<< 1) could be weak interaction effects 
at very high energies. Should one of the heavy Higgs particles in our model have a 
mass of order 1 TeV/c2, then we have a possibility of a breakdown of the weak inter- 
action perturbation [5,6] theory. A signal for this effect might be the appearance of 
unusual large weak interacting effects at very high energies (at the next generation 
of pp and pp colliding beam machines when 4s - 1 TeV). Such effects are screened 
off in the standard mode1 [5,7] by a factor mf/mw, while in our model these phe- 
nomena would be larger by a factor 0-l. For possible ways of detecting them, see 
ref. [49]. 

If nature turns out to be similar to the standard model, it will be very difficult 
to detect the Higgs boson, either directly or by its effects. It is important, however, 
to note that whereas the standard model is increasingly well confirmed in almost 
every aspect, the Higgs sector remains fairly unconstrained. By studying experimen- 
tal consequences of alternative Higgs sectors we may be able to point to an experi- 
ment which will find a Higgs-related effect, or eventually it may become clear that 
the standard theory with the simplest Higgs sector is the better alternative. 
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hospitality at the Summer Institute in Weak Interaction Theory, where part of this 
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for discussions and express appreciation to R.N. Cahn and Y. Kazama for conversa- 
tions related to appendix A, and another (G.L.K.) appreciates stimulating remarks 
from J. Leveille. 



Appendix A 

How to obtain the interactions of the physical Higgs particles 

Since we use in some detail the properties of several of the physical Higgs states 
in our model, and they are not conventional, we provide a pedagogical review of 
the general method here and then apply it to the two-Higgs model in appendix B. 

Step I: Start with a complex multiplet of Higgs fields. Then we will need repre- 
sentation matrices for the generators of the gauge group which satisfy 

[T,, Tbl = ifabcTc . (A.11 

We define 

L, = -iT, . (A.21 

The matrices II, can be chosen to be real by doubling the dimension of the represen- 
tation. Hence, from now on we will assume that the La are real N XN matrices. 

Step 2: Construct the vector meson mass matrix. The gauge bosons gain mass 
through the Higgs mechanism. The kinetic energy term in the Higgs lagrangian is 

-2 = (D,@)+D,@ 2 (A.3) 

where D, = a,, + g,L, Wtf (I$ are the vector boson fields). To obtain the mass 
matrix, replace $J by its vacuum expectation value u (note that both @ and u are vec- 
tors on which the La operate). The mass matrix is then read off by comparing with 
$4zbWaWb; the result is 

M;, = %d’dTkbLb~) (A.4) 

(where the superscript T means matrix transpose). Note that there is no sum over 
a or b in eq. (A.4). We have given a subscript to the couplingg to account for the 
possibility that the gauge group may be a product of simple groups (or U( 1) pieces), 
each with a different coupling. 

Step 3: Diagonalize the mass matrix M 2. Denote the orthogonal diagonalizing 

matrix by U. 
Step 4: Form a linear combination of the La as follows: 

.& = c &u&L, 
a 

(A.9 

Step 5: We may now write down the Goldstone bosons (which will give mass to 
vector bosons in the theory). For convenience, let us assemble all the Higgs multi- 
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plets in the theory into one column vector: 

(‘4.6) 

where we have denoted @I as the jth real component of the Higgs multiplet @i. By 
assumption (see remark after eq. (A.2)) all < are real. We also construct matrices 
L in block form 

(A.7 ) 

where zi are the linear combination of representation matrices (eq. (AS)) corre- 
sponding to ~5,. Then the Goldstone bosons (denoted by JI,) are just those linear 
combination of fields @I given by 

(‘4.8) 

where @I is now given by eq. (A.6) and IJ f (4). Note that the number of independent 
Goldstone bosons is equal to the number of broken generators, i.e., the number of 
La such that z,u # 0. 

Step 6: The physical Higgs particles (also linear combinations of the 4:) are ortho- 
gonal to the $I,. That is, if we write rl/, = XCi#{ and ~a = Z “ii@/ (where the ~0 = 
C di#{(where the b are the physical Higgs particles), then 

CCijdij = 0 . (A.9) 
ij 

This does not uniquely determine the proper linear combination of physical Higgs 
bosons (by proper, we mean particles of definite mass). To obtain this information, 
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one must examine the Higgs mass matrix 

(A. 10) 

(where we use the notation r+$ to mean the ith row of the column vector 4). Since 
the Goldstone bosons are already known, one may simplify the task of extracting 
masses and the proper linear combinations which correspond to the physical Higgs. 

Step 7: Once the proper linear combinations which correspond to the physical 
Higgs are known, it is straightforward to take an interaction term from the original 
lagrangian involving 4 and work out the interactions of the physical Higgs partticles. 

Appendix B 

A sample model: two Higgs doublets 

We will apply the methods of appendix A to the following model. Consider a 
model with two complexy = 1 scalar doublets: 

(B.1) 

in an SU(2) X U( 1) gauge theory. For simplicity, we will impose exact CP conserva- 
tion and require the Higgs lagrangian to be invariant under the discrete symmetry 
$~r -+ -@r , cj2 -+ tqb2. Then the most general Higgs potential has the form [SO] 

V(@r 3 $2) = M4+, - V212 + ~*cf@* - u212 

+ x3 [b+#q ~ V2) + (4@2 - V2>12 

+ 14 K@:G%) C&h) - (4+:@2) (@#h)l + b(WdT@2)>* , (B.2) 

where the Xi are positive. (A term Xs [Re($iQ,) - ala*]* is forbidden by our dis- 
crete symmetry.) We have written the potential in the above form so that the va- 
cuum expectation values can be obtained by inspection: 

(B.3) 

(Note that V and u are relatively real if CP invariance holds.) The vector boson mas- 
ses are easily computed using eq. (A.4): 

m& = $g*(u* t V*) , (B.4a) 

mZ = mw/cos 0~ . (B.4b) 
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Note that eq. (B.4b) is true in any SU(2) X U(1) theory with any number of Higgs 
doublets but no other Higgs multiplets [ 131. Now, @r and & consist of eight 

degrees of freedom. There will be three Goldstone bosons to give mass to the W’ 
and Z”; thus five physical Higgs particles will remain. To demonstrate the methods 
of appendix A, we will write out the matrices I,, (eq. (A.2)) explicitly. The genera- 
tors of SU(2) X U(1) in the doublet representation are is, iv 0, is the 2 X 2 iden- 
tity matrix) which satisfy Q = i(us t y). Multiply by -i to get the matrices L,, then 

go to the real representation (4 X 4 matrices). The result is 

0 0 0 1 
L, =+ : 0 o-1 0 

0 1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 

0 0 10 
I,, =; _; 0 01 

0 00, 
0 -1 00 

Let us next find the matrix U which diagonalizes the vector meson mass matrix 
M* (eq. (A.4)). The charged sector (a = 1, 2) is already diagonal so we concentrate 
on the neutral sector (a = 3,4). The neutral mass matrix is 

where g and g’ are the SU(2) and U(1) couplings respectively. g2/8m$, =~GF. If 
we denote tan Bw = g’/g, then we regain eq. (B.4) with 

u= 

i 

cos ew sin Bw 

-sinew 1 cOsew ’ (B.7) 

Hence, the La defined by eq. (AS) become (for a = 3,4): 

I,, =gL3 cos ew -g’L4 sin ew , (B.8a) 

2, = gL3 sin ew t g’L4 cos ew 

= gg’(f,, t L4)/(g2 t g’y . (B.8b) 

But L4 is just proportional to the charge operator Q; it is the unbroken generator. 
Note that since the charged sector is already diagonal, ?, r = L 1 and z2 = L2. Thus, 
we can read off the Goldstone bosons from eq. (A.8) (which we are free to norma- 
lize): 

G’ =c$: cosflt@:sinfi, (B.9a) 
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2’/*G” = cos /3 Im $y + sin /3 Im 4: , 

where 

(B.9b) 

tanfl=u/V, (B. 10) 

and we have used the notation of eq. (B.l). There are only two charged physical 
Higgs; hence they must be orthogonal to G’ : 

H’=-4: sinfl+@:cosP. (B.11) 

Similarly, the three physical neutral Higgs particles must all be orthogonal to Go, 
that is, linear combinations of -sin fl Im @y + cos fl Im r$:, Re(@y - V) and 
Re(& ~ u). (Note that all physical Higgs particles have zero vacuum expectation 
values). The proper linear combinations are obtained by studying the Higgs mass 
matrix (see eq. (A. 10)). Let us write eq. (B. 1) as 

$1 $5 

$1 + 452 
42 + @6 

I:> 1: 

43 457 

(B. 12) 

44 48 

Consider first the charged sector (indices 1, 2, 5, 6). The mass matrix for p, Gf is 

u* -UV 
2h 

L 1 
-?JV v* . 

(B.13) 

The non-zero eigenvalue is the mass of H+: 

rni+ = 2h4(u2 + V*) . (B. 14) 

One can check that the eigenvectors of eq. (B. 13) reproduce the correct form for 
G” and H’. 

The mass matrix for the neutral sector (indices 3,4, 7, 8) is 

8V*(hr + h3) 0 8X3uV 0 

0 2x@* 0 -2xeuV 

8h3~V 0 8~*(X2 + X3) 0 

0 -2h6uV 0 2h6 V* 1. (B. 15) 

The three physical Higgs obtained are 

2-“*H”= -sin /3 Im $7 + cos /3 Im 4: , 

2-“2@0=cos(Y(Re@~- V)+sina:(l&@z-u), 

2-“*h0 = -sin (Y (Re $J: - V) t cos Q: (Re c$: - U) 

(B. 16a) 

(B. 16b) 

(B.16~) 
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The mass of Ho is given by 

m;, = 2h6(IJ2 + v*> . (B. 16d) 

The angle LY and the masses of 4’ and ho are complicated functions of u, Vand the 
hi. 

In this paper, we are interested in the situation where u << I/so that tan /3 is 
small (see eq. (B.lO)). Hence, tan /3 * fl and in this approximation we find 

o = uX,lIJ(h, + A,) = MM,~I + A,) , (B.17) 

Ini = 81r*(X, + X,) (1 + a*), (B. 18) 

m; = 8I’*(h, + X,) (1, X2 + X1 X3 + X2&) a*/h; . (B. 19) 

Note that eq. (B. 17) implies that 01< /3 (since the Xi are positive). Therefore p?rh is 
the only Higgs mass proportional to fl which is very small (by assumption). Actually, 
the Higgs masses are in reality free parameters because there is no constraint on the 
Xi. Suppose, however, that all the Xi were of order g*. Then, the Higgs masses 
would be determined. For example, if we choose Xi =g* for all i, we would find 
(in the limit that fl is small) 

m:, z 2g*v* %4& z (160 GeV/c*)* , 

4 x 16g2 V* =Z 32 rnk = (450 GeV/c*)* , (B.20) 

rni = 12 g* V2p2 = 24 m&p* = (400 /3 GeV/c*)* 

where we have used mw = 80 GeV/c*. Note that by choosing X4 = he, mH+ = mHo; 

we denote the common mass by mH. Sometimes we will use these to guide our 
thinking. 

Finally, we are ready to obtain the coupling of the physical Higgs particles to 
fermions. Consider the most general coupling of Higgs to the leptons. We assume 

all the neutrinos are massless. Then, denoting 

Q = i(l t ys) 
ve [I e- ’ 

eR = $(l - ys) e- , (B.21) 

the most general Higgs-lepton coupling is 

-P=gr@R$~a + %&en) tgZ@n@:jZ +%$aeR) . (B.22) 

The mass of the electron is obtained by replacing the Higgs fields with their vacuum 
expectation values: 

m, =gl Vtg2u. (B.23) 

Our philosophy here is to attribute the existence of two very different mass 
scales of the theory (the vector boson masses and the fermion masses) to the exis- 
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tence of two very different vacuum expectation values u and I/. If we choose gr s 0 
in eq. (B.22) then we have succeeded in our goal: fermion masses will be proportio- 
nal to u whereas vector boson masses (see eq. (B.4a)) will be proportional to V >> u. 
This can be done by maintaining the symmetry 4, -+ -$I, beyond the Higgs poten- 
tial. 

The symmetry $t + -4, is broken by the vev of the @r; this means that unless 
some other symmetry prevents it there will be an induced coupling of @r - ($r ) to 
fermions. The diagrams which induce agr \i/$@, interaction are shown in fig. 6. The 
$r $a& coupling is approximately gnzi/nrw, the $+$a coupling is gmf/(3mw, and 
there is a factor rn,/mi from the propagator in the loop integral, so the induced 
strength from fig. 6a is g”rn$flM$ which is very small. For the W or Z the coupling 
to the fermions is g and the coupling to the Qt is gmi/mw. A factor m,/rnk comes 
from the integral so we finally have for fig. 6b g3mf/mw (Mf,/mk). This is small 
compared to gmf/mw (the smallest coupling of a Higgs to a fermion) unless g*rni X 
m* w. These induced couplings depend on the existence of the second Higgs because 
without it the fermion mass is zero and the diagrams vanish. Thus, we impose the 
following condition on our theory: fermions do not couple to @r. Note that such 
a theory will not have flavor changing neutral currents in the Higgs sector [ 151. 
Using eqs. (B.22) (B.23) we may write out $2 in terms of the physical Higgs and 
Goldstone bosons (eqs. (B.9))(B. 1 l), (B. 16) (B. 17)). We then obtain the follo- 
wing interaction between physical Higgs particles and leptons: 

meg 
hhmw 

m<l •t ys) vuH- + ~(1 ~ ys) QH’] , (B.24) 

where we have assumed that Q G t3 << 1. Note that the couplings of the neutral 
Higgs are parity conserving as they must be in a CP-invariant theory (neutral fla- 
vor conserving scalars which violate P must also violate T). From eq. (B.24) we 
see that 4’ and ho are O+ particles, whereas Ho is a O- particle. Furthermore, the 
coupling of H’ is parity violating as it must be since the neutrinos are left handed. 
Finally, other lepton doublets will couple analogously to the electron doublet. 
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Since we have assumed all neutrinos are massless, there will be no mixing in the 
lepton sector. 

We now turn to the quarks. We again assume that the quarks couple only to 
t2. This will give mass to the charge --4 quarks. In addition, we introduce 
$2 = io,@; which is ay = -1 doublet. This gives mass to the charge $quarks. Pro- 
ceeding in a manner analogous to the one for leptons, we obtain the most general 
coupling of the four quarks to d2 : 

-p= 
(sHQQ/2L +q2L@2sR) 

m sin Oc +_-s r&j sin 6c ~ 

u 
u (dR4:q2L +?2L@2dR) 

+Mu@R&lL 
mc - -+ 

V 
+~lL;d2"11)+-;-(~R~242L +-42L?2cR) (B.25) 

for doublets 

41= 

Again, we substitute the physical Higgs and p oldstone bosons. The end result is the 
following Higgs-quark coupling which we wrote out explicity for the first quark doub- 

let (4 I) only 

’ sin (Y t ddh’ cos (Y - idy,dH’ cos S] 

gcOsec _ 
t -___ {u [m,(l + ys) - md(l - ys)] dH+ + h.c.} 

2~~Pv 

+ gsin Bc 
2tipmw {G[m,(l + 7s) - m,(l - rs)l sH+ + h.c. 1 , (B.26) 

where we have assumed that ,!3 << 1. Note that in the limit of m, = 0 and sin Bc = 0 
we obtain exactly the result of eq. (B.24) as we should. 

Appendix C 

ff + f'f' amplitudes 

It is useful to write out the helicity amplitudes for ff- f’? reactions. Then for 
any combination of y, Z, h contributions, one can easily find cross sections and 
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interference terms, and examine the origin of interferences. 
We give results in the c.m.s., with momenta defined as in fig. 7, in the limit of 

large s. 
Define 

M’ =U3YCI(I/‘+A’Y5)Uq(6~v+Q,e,/m2v)vzr,(v+Ay,)ul t 

MO =i&(S’ + P’y,) uL&(S +Py,) u1 . 

Note the kinematical relations s = -(pl t p2)*, t = -(p3 ~ p,)*, u = - (~3 - p2)*, 
t=-h(l -cosB),y=-t/s,s+t=s(1 -JJ),y=$(l -cose),l -y=$(l tcosq, 
&$--))Z;Z,p*-l - 4s - rn: Cross sections summed and averaged over spins are 

given by 

da/dt = c IM1*/64~rs* , dS2 = 4ndt/s. 

The 16 helicity amplitudes are given in table 3 

Table 3 

Helicity amplitudes 
~___ 

1234 M’ MO 

+ttt 
+t-- 

--++ 

t-i- 
+---+ 
-tt- 
-t-i- 

++t- 
++-+ 
t-t+ 
+__- 
_ +++ 
_ t-- 
--+- 

t 

4mm’[- VV” cos 0 + AA’(1 - s/4mi)] 
-4mm’[+VV’ cos B f AA’ (1 - s/4mV)] 

-4mm’[+VV’ cos 0 + AA’ (1 - s/4m$)] 

4mm’[- VV’ cos b’ + AA’ (1 - s/4mf,)] 

-s(V’ - A’) (V- A) (1 + cos e) 

-s(V’+A’) (V- A) (1 -case) 

--S(V)-A’)(V+A)(l -case) 
-s(V’+A’)(V+A)(l +cose) 

24(V’-A’) Vmsine 
-2&V’ + A’) Vm sin e 

2&V’(V-A)m’sine 
2&V’(V-A)m’sino 

-24 V’(V+A) m' sin 0 

-2GV’(V+A)m’sinO 
2&V’ - A’) Vm sin o 

-2&V’ + A’) Vm sin 0 

s(S ~ P) (S’ + P’) 
s(S - P) (S’ - P’) 

s(S + P) (S’ + P’) 

s(S + P) (S’ - P’) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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